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Housing made available for rent from private landlords has now become the second largest form of housing tenure (after owner-occupation). There are an estimated 4.5 million households renting privately which is around 20% of all households in the UK. Well over 2 million households rent within Greater London. Many supporters of rent controls actually favour a policy of rent stabilisation which is subtly different from the classic textbook approach to setting maximum prices. Rent stabilisation allows the initial rent agreed between landlord and tenant to be set by the market, but then limits maximum annual increases in rents perhaps in line with consumer prices, or the growth of average earnings in the labour market. The key achievements of the housing policy in 1991-2014. The basic housing market institutions have been formed. Housing affordability increased threefold since 2004 (27% of households can afford to buy housing with the mortgage loan). Housing mortgage lending market shows rapid growth rate (housing mortgage loans originated in 2014 was 1 mln and housing mortgage outstanding debt attained 5% of GDP) Housing construction volume is increasing. (83.6 mln sq. meters in 2014 Д°, twofold in comparison with 2004). The Institute for Urban Economics. Territorial differentiation and decentralization of housing policy. The Institute for Urban Economics. Increasing efficiency of private and public expenditures in Economics, housing and utilities sectors. 20 YEARS. In economics, the term externalities refers to the effects that an economic transaction has on parties not directly involved in the transaction. In general, externalities are the result of interactions between agents that are not mediated by the market (nonmarket interactions) and therefore do not imply a payment for a good, service, or effect of an action. So far we have discussed policies designed to address housing externalities directly. Of course, another aspect of housing externalities is that they affect the impact of other housing and urban policies. One example is the impact of housing investment subsidies and neighborhood beautification or revitalisation projects.